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In TABEDE, Eva is the project manager from R2M
overseeing the technical and non-technical work
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Today’s agenda
• 11h00: Intro (Eva Coscia, R2M Solution)

• 11h05: “TABEDE: goals and solutions” (Andre de Fontaine, Engie Impact)
• 11h20: “The Cardiff residential building pilot” (Kui Weng, Cardiff Univ.)
• 11h35: “The Grenoble industrial building” (Henri Obara, Schneider France)
• 11h50: “The Bergamo smart house pilot” (Francesco Martinelli, Schneider Italy)
• 12h05: “Policy & standardisation landscape" (Taline Dekermenjian, Engie Impact)
• 12h20: "Questions and answers" (monitored by Zia Lennard, R2M Solution)
• 12h30: "Thanks and closure" (Eva Coscia, R2M Solution)

Funded by
the European Union

Andre de Fontaine
Senior Manager, Tractebel/ENGIE Impact; TABEDE Project Coordinator

In TABEDE, ENGIE Impact is responsible for overall
coordination and power system-modeling activities

4 Webinar – Real Case Applications of the TABEDE “BMS-E” Solution for Demand Response

What is TABEDE?
TABEDE is a 3.5-year Horizon 2020
project that aims to allow all buildings to
participate in demand response (DR)
schemes, independently of
communication protocols
Our overarching objectives are to develop
a highly interoperable system, with
seamless integration across components
that maximizes building flexibility with
energy cost savings validated in real
buildings.

Objective 1:
Interoperability with
90% of devices and
systems

Objective 4: Validate
functionality and
savings potential at
three test sites

Objective 2: Achieve
seamless system
integration across
components

TABEDE BMSExtender (TRL 7)

Objective 3: Maximize
building flexibility and
improve DR capabilities

Funded by
the European Union

Who is the TABEDE Consortium?
Project
coordinator
Technical coordinator & BMS-E
development

Dissemination & exploitation
lead

Validation lead & Cardiff test
site

Optimization algorithms lead
Grenoble & Bergamo
test sites

Funded by
the European Union

Why do we need TABEDE?
European Generation Mix toward 2050 (BNEF)

Nuclear
Other
Utility-scale PV

Coal
Pumped hydro
Small-scale PV

Oil
Hydro
Biomass

Gas
Offshore wind
Geothermal

Example from Germany
Week in May 2012

Funded by
the European Union

Week in May 2020

Social Benefits of Renewable Energy in Europe until 2030

Peaker gas
Onshore wind
Solar thermal

€180 billion

900,000 new jobs

Of additional public and private
investment per year from 2021

In Europe linked to the
clean energy sector

1% increase

≤ 40 % reduction

In economic growth over the
next decade

Of Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

For a stable and reliable energy system, demand and supply must
always be in balance

How Does the TABEDE System Work?
Household Appliances

Forecast
Algorithms
REEFS

Funded by
the European Union

Building Appliances

HVAC

BMS

DRAS

BMS-E

End User
interfaces

Agent-based
Optimisation
ABO

Database

Where are the TABEDE Test Sites?
TS-1

Cardiff, UK

Location

Type

Objectives

1. Cardiff,
UK

80 m2, highly
efficient smart
house with 4
occupants

Load shifting to increase
PV self-consumption by
10-25% and reduce
energy costs by 10-30%

2. Bergamo,
IT

160 m2, typical
home with average
efficiency and 4
occupants

• Load shifting to reduce
energy costs 10-30%
• Activate thermal
storage mechanism to
achieve 100% PV
utilization

3. Grenoble,
FR

11k m2, highly
efficient
commercial/
industrial building
with 600 occupants

• Demonstrate TABEDE’s
applicability in a large,
complex commercial
building
• Achieve energy cost
savings through implicit
and explicit DR

TS-3
TS-2

Grenoble, FR
Bergamo, IT
Funded by
the European Union

What if TABEDE were Scaled to a Neighborhood?
•

To assess TABEDE’s impacts at scale, we
built a simulated neighborhood of
interconnected buildings

•

This allows us to estimate aggregate
savings across a large set of buildings,
and grid level KPIs such as loss
prevention, congestion relief, RES
curtailment reduction

•

In our tests, TABEDE is shown to
increase PV self-consumption across a
range of scenarios, which leads to cost
and GHG reductions

•

When we impose congestion limits, this
increase in PV self-consumption can
also reduce RES curtailment with the
magnitude varying by scenario

Funded by
the European Union

Kui Weng
Research assistant, School of Engineering, Cardiff University

In TABEDE, CU is responsible for energy and
environmental forecasting activities (REEFS)
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Tŷ Smart – Cardiff, UK

A recently-built prototype smart
house developed by the Cardiff
University team
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Location: Cardiff, UK
Type: Two-floor terraced house
Solar PV: 3.9 kWp on the roof
Energy efficiency: rated A (highest)
SAP score: 96
(UK Standard Assessment Procedure)
❖ Occupation: Four people
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t (Smart House)

Privately
owned
System architecture

escription
a recently-built prototype
e under development by
am, representative of
ary new houses built in the
Local database
y efficiency of the house is
K Standard Assessment
—SAP score: 96), the
ng that can be achieved,
verage rating of dwellings
s D (60). TheGUIrating is a
gh performance envelope
0.2, 0.11 and 0.16 W/m2K
, roofs and floors,
y), efficient gas boiler and
time and temperature
e controls using Cardiff’s
13
, low energy
LED lighting,

Private

Penarth,
UK

Temperate
oceanic

2013

Figure 11: Building system architecture

79 m2
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BMS: Energy and environmental monitoring system
❖ Indoor conditions
o Temperature
o Humidity
❖ Electricity meters
o Import
o Export
o PV production
❖ Electric Appliances
o Washing machine
o Air purifier
o Electric radiator
o Robot cleaner
o TV
❖ On-site weather station
o DBT, WBT, RH
o Wind speed + dir
o Solar radiation
o Precipitation
14

BMS: Devices and data
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Pilot objectives and use cases
TABEDE BMS-Extender
The aim of TABEDE implementation in Cardiff site is to demonstrate
TABEDE’s applicability in managing flexibility assets and to demonstrate the
strategies to reach the energy and economical savings in a real residential
environment.
Four Use Cases (UC) are adopted in Cardiff test site :
❖ UC1. Connecting TABEDE with Cardiff devices
❖ UC2. Use local MPC to maintain thermal comfort
❖ UC3. Optimizing energy consumption by increasing PV penetration
❖ UC4. Optimizing energy consumption with time of use tariffs

BMS

Household
appliances
Appliances
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Smart plugs

HVAC

TABEDE deployment
The TABEDE BMS extender box has been installed to connect
local devices for controlling purpose and expand the current
experimental BMS to incorporate demand response.
Deployment activities that were successfully completed:
❖ System communication between ABO, user interface and
devices at test site
❖ ABO optimisation for energy consumption and cost
through shifting appliance loads based on PV generation
and energy tariff
Analyse the KPI: energy, economical factors
❖ Energy saved
❖ Cost saved
Electric
radiator
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TABEDE BMS-Extender

BMS

Vacuum
cleaner

Washing
machine

Air purifier

REEFS for Cardiff pilot site
REEFS
Historical data

Forecasting model

Time

RF

Electricity
meters

ANN

Appliances

LSTM

Local database

Forecasts
Parameter
➢ Import energy
➢ PV production
➢ Washing machine
➢ Air purifier
➢ Electric radiator
➢ Robot cleaner
➢ TV
➢ Fixed load

Weather forecast

REEFS: Real-time energy and environmental forecasting and simulation
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Online database

ABO applied to Cardiff

Device
PV
FL
SL
ET
SH

External tie (ET): Energy supplier
Photovoltaic (PV)
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Variables

Uncontrolled devices
(FL: fixed load)

Input: Predicted consumption
Output: -

Washing machine, air
purifier, vacuum cleaner
(SL: shiftable load)

Input: Predicted consumption and profiles,
shiftable interval (user preference)
Output: Optimised consumption profile (24h)

Space heating (SH):
Additional heating with
electric radiator

Input:
• Heating parameters: min/max comfort
temperature, room temperature, outdoor
temperature, conduction coefficient
• Radiator properties: power, conversion
efficiency
Output: On/off command for the radiator (24h)

Validation Results: off-line test
Cardiff Off-line simulation results: REEFS forecasting vs. 1st ABO optimization
Flexibility:
• Washing Machine
• Air purifier
• Robotic Cleaner

Results:
• Export energy reduced by 100%
• Self consumption optimized 13%
• Cost saving: 6% of the daily cost
LOADS
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Baseline

ABO

DELTA

%

kWh

kWh

kWh

PV prod

1.90

1.90

Flex Devices

2.66

2.66

0%

Total Loads

5.72

5.72

0%

Import

4.06

3.81

-0.24

-6%

Export

0.24

0.00

-0.24

-100%

Self-consumption

1.66

1.90

0.24

13%

€

€

€

Import cost

0.73

0.68

0.05

-8%

Export income

0.01

0.00

0.01

-100%

Cash Flow

0.72

0.68

0.04

-6%

Validation Results: On-line test
Baseline: Daily energy profiles without TABEDE
Test day with optimization: Daily energy profiles with TABEDE
0.2500

0.3500

Flexibility:
• Washing Machine
• Air purifier
• Robotic Cleaner

BASE IMP/EXP
OPT IMP/EXP

0.3000
0.2500

0.1500

0.2000
0.1500

0.1000

0.1000
0.0500

0.0500

0.0000

0.0000

0.0400

0.1000

0.0200

0.0500

0.0000

0.0000

9:00 AM

0.1500

7:30 AM

0.0600

6:00 AM

0.2000

4:30 AM

0.0800

3:00 AM

0.2500

1:30 AM

Baseline TOT. FLEX
OPT TOT. FLEX

0.3000

0.1000

12:00 AM

10:30 PM

9:00 PM

7:30 PM

6:00 PM

4:30 PM

3:00 PM

1:30 PM

12:00 PM

10:30 AM

0.3500

9:00 AM

9:00 AM

7:30 AM

6:00 AM

4:30 AM

PV baseline
PV OPT

0.1200

9:00 AM

7:30 AM

6:00 AM

4:30 AM

3:00 AM

1:30 AM
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10:30 PM

9:00 PM

7:30 PM

6:00 PM

4:30 PM

3:00 PM

1:30 PM

12:00 PM

10:30 AM

9:00 AM

9:00 AM

7:30 AM

6:00 AM

4:30 AM

3:00 AM

1:30 AM
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10:30 PM

9:00 PM

7:30 PM

6:00 PM
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3:00 AM

1:30 AM

12:00 AM

10:30 PM

9:00 PM

7:30 PM

6:00 PM

4:30 PM

3:00 PM

1:30 PM

12:00 PM

10:30 AM

0.1400

9:00 AM

Heating:
• Electric radiator
controlled by
TABEDE

Baseline Electric
Radiators
OPT Electric
Radiators

0.2000

Validation Results : On-line test
•
•

•
•
•

Optimization enable flexible loads to be
shifted to hours with PV production.
In the optimized scenario, the flexible
loads are placed in the period of PV
production avoiding the export to the
grid.
TABEDE increase PV penetration by
around 40%.
The export is increased by 32.4%
(higher PV production in the test day) .
The optimization generates 94.2% of
decrease in the energy cost.

Grid import
Energy in
PV import
PV used in building
Energy out
PV export
Flexible load (Electrical radiator)
Flexible load (Other appliances)
Fixed load
Loads in the building
Total consumption
PV penetration
(PV used/total consumption)
PV penetration without
(PV used/(total consumption-electric
considering electric radiator radiator))

Cash flow

Cost from import
Income from export
Total cost

Baseline
OPT
kWh
% (/tot) kWh
% (/tot)
6.05
94.7%
0.77 55.4%
0.52
1.91
0.34
0.63
0.18
34.6%
1.28 67.0%
3.42
53.5%
0.22 15.8%
1.01
15.8%
0.18 12.9%
1.96
30.7%
0.99 71.2%
6.39
1.39
0.34
5.3%
0.63 45.3%

0.34
€
1.21
0.01
1.2

11.4%
-

0.63
€
0.15
0.08
0.07

Notes: tot = total consumption or PV import; v1 equation = (opt-baseline)/baseline; v2 equation = (opt%-baseline%);
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53.8%
-

OPT - Baseline
v1
v2
-87.3% -39.3%
32.4%
-93.6% -37.7%
-82.2% -2.9%
-49.5% 40.6%
-78.2%
40.0%

42.4%
%
-87.6%
700.0%
-94.2%
-

Henri Obara – Test Site Owner Representative – Demand Response ready building,
Opendata provider

In TABEDE, Schneider Electric Industries is
responsible for preparing a large office building for
TABEDE use cases deployment
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Grenoble Office building Pilot Description [Schneider Electric]
~ 11000 m2 office building 3 floors, 600
occupants, includes restaurant, cafeteria,
meeting rooms

EcostruXure for Building, Demand control
zones, Hybrid Heatpumps on water table
BMS to Cloud integration with BMS-E using
open database (energy meters, BMS data)
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Grenoble Office building Pilot Description [Schneider Electric]

Power Monitoring Expert system,
showing
- Building partitioning
- Averaged Zone temperatures
- Power usage shares of HVAC and
other uses
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Zoom in connected room system

Comfort and air quality monitoring
Demand control ventilation
Demand control H/C

Zone needdistributionproduction
Occupied, economy, unoccupied,
closed premise
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TABEDE to Office BMS Cockpit : Connecting TABEDE with Schneider EBO BMS

Settings which include override function by
energy manager
Operating modes from TABEDE control signals)
Inside and outside temperatures and setpoints
dashboards (winter, summer)
Allows 3 use cases integration

Connecting TABEDE with BMS
Building Energy Optimization with Differentiated
Tariffs
Load Shifting from Explicit Demand Response
Requests
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TABEDE Challenges

Despite complexity of site wrt to 2 other pilots
Connecting TABEDE with BMS : achieved thanks
to exchange.se.com data sharing process (APIs)
Building Energy Optimization with Differentiated
Tariffs : achieved thanks to BMS Smart grid ready
features
Load Shifting from Explicit Demand Response
Requests : achieved thanks to BMS Smart grid
ready features and advanced Schneider Electric
power metering and control system
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REEFS for Grenoble pilot site
REEFS
Historical data

Forecasting model

Time

RF

Electricity meters

ANN

Appliances

LSTM

TABEDE
database
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Forecasts
Parameter
➢ Import energy
➢ PV production
➢ Heating- offices
➢ Cooling- offices
➢ PC- F0
➢ PC- F1
➢ PC- F2
➢ PC- F3
➢ Fixed load

Weather forecast

Online database

ABO applied to Grenoble

Device
PV
FL

ShL
ET

Uncontrolled devices
(FL: fixed load)

Input: Predicted consumption
Output: Predicted consumption

Plug loads
(ShL: sheddable load)

Input: Predicted consumption, sheddable interval
(user preference)
Output: Optimised consumption profile (24h) –
shedding the loads when applicable

Space heating (SH) with
heat pump

Input:
• Heating parameters: min/max comfort
temperature, building temperature, outdoor
temperature, conduction coefficient
• HP properties: power, COP
Output: Building temperature set-point

SH

External tie (ET): energy supplier
Photovoltaic (PV)
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Input variables

Validation Results
Grenoble Off-line simulation results: REEFS forecasting vs. 1st ABO optimization
Due to the high thermal performance of the building, TABEDE is able
to control the energy flexibility exploiting the Demand Response
Time of Use tariff (off peak price from 10pm – 6am)

Flexibility:
• Plug loads
• Heating loads
Results:
• All energy produce by PV is consumed onsite
• Heating energy is reduced by 37%
• Cost saving: 11% of the daily cost reduction by ToU
exploitation
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Validation Results
Grenoble Off-line DR control simulation : 1st ABO optimization vs. 2nd ABO optimization
DR signal: limits the energy import from 8:15 to 9:15 at 25 kWh managing the flexibility
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Francesco Martinelli – Project Manager & Technical Support Building Automation –
Responsible of Italian demonstrator

In TABEDE, Schneider Electric Italy is responsible
for preparation of the Italian demonstrator, using
their home automation’s portfolio technologies.
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Bergamo demonstrator - Introduction
Location:
Bergamo
Type of building:
Villa with 2 apartments and 1 large office
Smartness at the beginning of the project:
No home automation and legacy equipment
Technical systems at the beginning of the
project:
Non-condensing gas boiler, PV 6 kW peak,
legacy appliances
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Bergamo demonstrator - Objectives
TABEDE deployment in the building:
Smartification of the building and creation of
flexibility

TABEDE use cases:
Flexible activation of appliances; Peak shaving;
Optimized usage of renewable for heating
purposes.
Main constraints:
Limited flexibility in residential buildings; Occupants
require control to their technologies.
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Bergamo demonstrator - Activities
Activities of demo revamping
• Design and installation of
home automation system
• Creation of local control
graphics for user interface
• Preparation of
communication to BMS-E
system
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Bergamo demonstrator - Activities
Implementation energy
monitoring system
• Installation of “3 layers”
energy monitoring
architecture
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Bergamo demonstrator - Activities
Installation of connected
appliances
• Installation of connected
washing machine
• Installation of connected
dishwasher

• Installation of connected
hoover
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Bergamo demonstrator - Activities
Implementation of vocal
control
• Installation of local gateway
for most common vocal
control systems
• Availability for Google Home,
Alexa, Apple Home etc.
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Bergamo demonstrator - Activities
Implementation new energy
production system
• Installation of electric heat pump
for efficient production of hot
water from electricity
• Installation of 200 L hot water
puffer/storage
• Heat pump operation optimized
by production of renewable
sources or cost of electricity
import
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REEFS for Bergamo test site
REEFS
Historical data

Forecasting model

Time

RF

Electricity meters

ANN

Appliances

LSTM

TABEDE
database
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Forecasts
Parameter
➢ Import energy
➢ PV production
➢ Washing machine
➢ Dishwasher
➢ Hoover
➢ Fixed load
➢ Heat pump
➢ Water temp
➢ Water volume

Weather forecast

Online database

ABO applied to Bergamo

Device
PV
FL
SL

ET
HP

External tie (ET): energy supplier
Photovoltaic (PV)
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Input/output variables

Uncontrolled devices
(FL: fixed load)

Input: Predicted consumption
Output: Predicted consumption

Washing machine, dish
washer, vacuum cleaner
(SL: shiftable load)

Input: Predicted consumption and profiles,
shiftable interval (user preference)
Output: Optimised consumption profile (24h)

Space heating and
thermal storage
(HP: heat pump)

Input:
• Heating parameters: Vcold & Tcold
• HP properties: power, COP
• Puffer specs: volume, temperature, min/max
set-point, heat exchange coefficient
Output: Puffer temperature set-point

Validation Results
Bergamo Off-line simulation results: REEFS forecasting vs. 1st ABO optimization
Flexibility:
• Washing Machine
• Dish washer
• Robot Cleaner
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Results:
• Export energy reduced by 17%
• Self consumption optimized 8%
• Cost saving: 3% of the daily cost

Validation Results
Bergamo On-line simulation results: Daily energy profiles with
TABEDE control (day 1) vs. daily profiles without TABEDE (day 2)
In this simulation the baseline profile in the day after the optimization
Flexibility:
• Washing Machine
• Dish washer
• Robot Cleaner
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Heating:
• HP controlled by TABEDE
• Heating storage optimization with PV production

Validation Results
Bergamo On-line simulation Results:
•
•

Flexible loads optimized with the PV production
HP and thermal storage optimized

•

In the optimized scenario the flexible loads are placed in the
period of PV production avoiding the export to the grid
From the 13,8 % of the baseline, TABEDE increase in the
flexibility the use of energy form PV until the 50,8%.

•
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•
•
•

The HP optimized load is higher then the baseline because the
baseline exploit the energy from the heating storage (day after the
optimization).
The export is reduced by 13% (energy stored in the thermal puffer)
The optimization generates 10% of increase in the self-consumption

Taline Dekermenjian
Analyst, Tractebel/ENGIE Impact; Research and Analysis

In TABEDE, Taline conducts research and analysis
on European policy developments for smart grids,
demand response and building-level flexibility.
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Regulatory framework around DR from buildings
1. The Clean Energy for all Europeans Package
Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive

•
•

Buildings of certain characteristics must be equipped with automation and control systems by 2025
Establishment of the Smart Readiness Indicator (SRI) for buildings

Energy Efficiency Directive

•

Flexibility options to meet annual energy savings (target of 0.8% of final consumption per year from
2021-2030)

Renewable Energy Directive

•

Increasing RE targets

Electricity Directive

•
•
•
•

smart metering requirements
access to consumption data
encouraging conditions for energy communities
obligations for dynamic pricing

Electricity Regulation

•

New network codes needed on: network security and reliability, third-party access, interoperability,
energy efficiency, non-frequency ancillary services, demand response, and others

2. The European Green Deal and the Renovation Wave
•
•
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Decoupling economic growth in the European economy from resource use, targeting a net-zero emissions continent by 2050
The EC intends to promote digitally-friendly renovations for buildings which can play an important role in lowering emissions through efficient
production and consumption of renewables and through connection to smart distribution system networks.

Role of building rating systems
Green Building Rating Systems
•
•
•

The LEED and BREEAM building assessment and rating systems are both widely deployed worldwide.
Both systems include metrics such as water consumption and indoor air quality in addition to energy efficiency when
assessing building performance
Neither places a strong emphasis on demand response or building flexibility

The European Commission’s Smart Readiness Indicator (SRI)
• An optional scheme to indicate the “smartness” of a building
• Aim is advancing smart grid and demand response capabilities in buildings
WiredScore
• A digital connectivity certification that rates the quality and resilience of digital infrastructure in buildings
• Some of the rating criteria include:
• the building’s network connectivity and its access to digital communications services
• the safety and robustness of the power supply (ex. having multiple points of connection to the electricity grid)
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Standardisation obstacles to full DR adoption
•
•

Proprietary protocols are used in most building automation systems and different protocols are employed on different
products of the same company, creating complexities to add new third-party equipment.
The TABEDE solution could cover 90% of communication protocols currently on the market.

Some obstacles encountered with standards:
1. While some appliance and device manufacturers claimed their devices adhered to a particular standard the actual
implementation of that standard varied.

2. Using many Gateways to convert from one protocol to the other slowed down the system response.
3. We were not able to design the TABEDE solution around a single European standard.
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Recommendations from TABEDE
Green/Smart Building Rating
Organizations

European Policy Makers
➢

➢

➢
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Ensure adequate remuneration for
end users to participate in DR
schemes.

➢

Maintain and increase policy
support for distributed energy
resources and energy efficiency
technologies.

➢

Facilitate
business
model
innovation to allow DSOs to
partake in the benefits of buildinglevel flexibility.

➢

Require a minimum SRI score for
all buildings upgraded through the
Green Deal’s Renovation Wave.

Increase the emphasis on DR in
LEED and BREEAM rating systems .
Incorporate appliance “smartness”
in the EU’s energy labeling system.

Standardization Bodies
➢

Harmonize the implementation of
standards.

➢

Create interoperability
networks

➢

Establish a common standard to
govern
DR
communication
between the grid and buildings.

testing

